Let Us Entertain You Vermont Style

SUNDAY / JUNE 18TH

3:00 p.m. MUSICAL EXPLORATIONS WITH THE WEST FABLE OPERA COMPANY

The West Fable Opera Company presents a delightful scene featuring the arts and arts, songs and amusements that were popular during the 1950s. The performance is open to the public and will be held at the historic West Fable Opera House.

1:00 p.m. MUSICAL EXPLORATIONS OF RURAL LIFE

Margaret MacEachern & Sons

For more than 50 years, Margaret MacEachern has carefully selected and performed traditional songs collected from neighbors, museums, and other sources. Accompanied by handbell singers and local musicians, her songs reflect the beauty, values, and heritage of Vermont and early New England.

SUNDAY / JUNE 18TH

11 a.m. TRADITIONAL DANCES OF THE WESTERN ABENAKI

The Abenaki Dancers

The Abenaki, the First People of Vermont, have a rich and varied culture that is deeply rooted in their history. This dance troupe represents the traditional dances of the Abenaki people. They are known for their unique step, a dance that is a symbol of their heritage.

12:00 p.m. BRASS PLUS

William Scott, Richard Stilwell, Phyllis Kovalchuk, Roger Krumhansl, and Mark Sanchez

This brass quintet has been entertaining concert audiences for over 20 years. Their music is a blend of traditional and contemporary styles, and their performances are highly acclaimed for their technical skill and musicianship.
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